mum fam

mum aurora,
trouble, bastard & deathwish

i met Mum the moment i arrived for the first time to
Ireneville.

she was there right next to me as i took my first

steps out of the Grab and got my suitcase out of the boot.

i

was going to stay in BF Homes for just a couple of months,
before moving on south into the provinces.
i didn't know it at the time, but just a few days before, she
had given birth.

over the next three weeks, she became my mum

too, hanging about outside my window, never failing to say
good morning and good night, despite the heat on my roof
terrace.
as a vegan, i had nothing to offer her.
boil, shred and chill tilapia.

so i began to buy,

i helped her defend her new

chosen territory on my roof terrace, and spent bored
afternoons hanging out with her there.
a few days after Earth Day, she moved her three kittens over
to come live on my roof terrace.

i spent three magical hours

meeting Trouble, Bastard and Deathwish.
over the next six months, i kept extending my stay in
Ireneville, and stayed committed to the steep learning curve
of taking care of Mum fam. that was the start of it all.

i learned a lot.
practically, i learned about the needs of healthy kittens as
they grow, about how to create safe and enriching environments
for them to develop holistically.

i learned how to go to the

vet, how to ask the right questions, how to administer
medications topically and orally, how to clean eyes and ears
and trim claws, and how to safely deal with Mum's ferality.
relationally, i learned a lot (especially from Mum and
Deathwish) about trust, solidarity, respect, boundaries,
psychological safety, love language, play, rest, observation,
power, empathy, care, justice, and balance.
i suddenly understood how my learnings just had to translate
into my work with urban design and decolonial strategy.

this

is when @catsofireneville began as an Urban Doughnut project more-than-human wellbeing in urban Global South, and the role
of individual residents independently investing their own
time, energy and resources.
my landlord had little choice but to bear with me, even as
mesh screens got destroyed, curtains got torn, and upholstery
got ripped.

i was paying good rent for the luxury.

i began to tour Ireneville, familiarising myself with the
stray cat colonies in the village and noting which houses they
appeared to congregate around.

most individuals were in

terrible condition, injured, ill or scrawny to the point of
skin and bones.

there were several litters of kittens and i

many suspected pregnant females.

a wave of overwhelm came

across me that day and never really left.
sure, trap-neuter-vaccinate-release (TNVR) is widely discussed
internationally as the best-practice for ethical population
management for strays.

but is it possible for small

independent, voluntary groups to effectively manage
populations of their local stray cat colonies while relying on
donations?

i simply don't think so.

this for me is the

responsibility of the local authorities, who have the mandate
and resources to put systematic schemes in place that can
properly address the ongoing stray care situation.
i asked several random residents in the village what they
thought about it.

they simply didn't think about it.

there

is no risk of a cat attacking a child or a dog, so why bother.
two of them seemed mildly concerned, but when i asked if they
would like to work together on something small, they declined,
citing time restraints.

foster fams

ninja, kunai & tanto
puma, okami, nagomi & saki

Ninja was timid and avoidant, scoping me out for three weeks
before she and her litter got into trouble on a neighbour's
property on 14th september 2021.

i heard the commotion about

15mins before Ninja came running over the hot metal roofs to
my roof terrace at noon with Tanto in tow.

Kunai had been

rescued from a drain pipe on the roof by the neighbours.

i

negotiated with the neighbours to reunite Kunai with his fam.
that afternoon, the rains started and didn't stop for ten
days.

a feral Ninja fam made do in my under-stair shed.

i no longer had space indoors, so i made a makeshift shelter
on my roof terrace, big enough for a large crate, a medium
playpen, and a couple obligatory cardboard boxes.

i enforced

supervised play only, to prevent accidents like the ones Mum
fam got into.

the set up lasted two months, giving way to

strong winds during a distant typhoon.
Ninja escaped during supervised play one day and i realised
she must've gone into heat when i saw her with the local alpha
male Big Chief.

she underwent a spay-abort procedure on 25th

october to terminate a litter of four within the first
trimester of pregnancy, recovering rapidly under post-surgery
confinement indoors and outdoors.

post-surgery, she became

more of a playmate than a mum to her boys.

Ninja fam didn't experience any major ailments.

i largely

attribute this to Ninja's hyper-anxious avoidant personality.
Kunai and Tanto generally maintained excellent health.
as a replacement cat shelter for the roof terrace, i bought a
large, tall four-level cage with a bespoke weatherproof hood.
Ninja fam stayed in this large cage on my roof terrace for 2.5
months, with around six hours of daily indoor free-roam time
to dramatically upgrade their indoor etiquette and
socialisation skills.
to put Ninja fam up for adoption, i created @catsofireneville
on IG.

asking around for advice, i was told to publish

adoption posts on certain Facebook groups.

i did so with the

help of a friend, but never received any inquiries there.
in mid-january 2022 i posted to @adopt.ph on IG.
Kunai's listing received an inquiry within 10 days, and the
enquirer was open to also adopting Tanto. we completed an
adoption interview, drafted a brief adoption agreement, and
the boys moved into their forever home on 5th february 2022.
Ninja was adopted a month later by a fellow independent stray
care volunteer to facilitate Puma fam's foster care.

on 17th february 2022, i received a message from a fellow
independent stray cat care volunteer, directing me to a report
of a lone stray kitten within Parañaque with black caked-up
discharge covering her eyes and nose.

i met Saki the next

morning and secured her two brothers and her mum Puma too.
Puma fam had their first vet visit the same day, and
immediately moved into the outdoor cage.

they were diagnosed

with general upper respiratory infection and bacterial
infection, and were prescribed a slew of medications to be
given twice a day.
the largest of the litter, Okami, was energetic, hungry, and
actively nursing.

Saki and Nagomi however were not: they were

severely under-nourished (250g at 4.5 weeks of age) and needed
a couple days of syringe-feeding before they began to gain
energy to actively nurse again.

soon they began to eat

solids, and weight-gain accelerated.
while the meds rapidly improved the health of Puma, Okami and
Nagomi, Saki swung back and forth between "getting better" and
"getting worse".

it was a good sign that she was gaining

weight, but it was worrying that the congestion returned with
a vengeance.

on 24th march, after five weeks of twice-daily meds, Puma
fam's regular vets at Carlos Vet Clinic instructed me to
conduct an FVR test for Saki, and in the process, obtain a
second opinion from a feline-specialised clinic.
after a week calling up local clinics, i made an appointment
with The Cat Clinic in Makati for Saki on 1st april 2022.

we

ran a four-way test which came up positive for three viruses:
FPV (high viral count), FCoV (high) and FHV (low).

Saki was

immediately admitted for hospitalisation.
with Puma fam i began to track financial expenditures along
with the support of the resident who first reported lone Saki.
the total cost of Puma fam's vet bills, including transport
and medications, as of 1st april, is 17,634php.
Saki's diagnosis makes @catsofireneville a parvo-positive,
herpes-positive foster home.
for years.

FPV lingers in the environment

FHV can remain dormant in individuals for months,

developing symptoms when the individual is stressed or
anxious.

a thorough accommodation disinfect may not suffice.

i am therefore taking a break from fostering to focus on
systemic interventions around NCR+ urban stray care.

urban interventions

research, outreach, advocacy,
activities, commons, collaborations

research
centring around obtaining an assessment of independent groups
and individuals involved in the urban stray care community
online and offline, particularly around experience, knowledge,
skills, funding, accommodations, access to resources,
interdependencies within the community, and relationships with
hyperlocal and municipal property managers and authorities
high-level assessment of veterinary services available that is
experienced and suitable for stray cat care, particularly lowcost services, with special focus on trap-neuter-vaccinaterelease support by well-established NGOs like PAWS and CARA
deepening understanding of values and principles of
influencers within the stray care community, ranging from
compassionately religious to radically progressive - with
various priorities that drive motivations and choices
ongoing application of Grid-Group Theory in analysing
collaborative potential within the core and fringes of the
urban stray care community in NCR+ - learning from
experimental interventions through testing deadknots
(difficult pushpoints) within and outwith the community
collecting anecdotes demonstrating average and outlying
culture patterns towards strays in greater philippine society

outreach
started @catsofireneville on instagram as a portfolio and a
base of communication, to build presence, trust, credibility
and relationships, as well as for knowledge-sharing,
broadcasting requests for help, and seeking adopters.

current

stats on the account: 155 posts, 255 followers.
relationship-building interventions had limited success with
outreach via surveys, but had greater success through one-toone virtual and phone interviews, though only with individual
volunteers with sufficient luxury to be able to afford time
and also to see the value in connection, knowledge sharing and
building collaborative trust - shedding light on the
possibility of a grassroots-focussed collective (see
"proposals")
when approached, hyperlocal authorities consistently offered
negative (Ireneville Homeowners' Association) and no (BF Homes
Federation of Homeowners Associations) support for residentled stray care interventions.

same pattern of behaviour

observed in other BF Homes enclaves and other private suburban
subdivisions across NCR+.

impounding and culling appear to

remain the preferred intervention of choice by hyperlocal
authorities in managing strays within their jurisdictions.
little to no coordination within the stray care community in
response due to lack in time and resources.

advocacy
(attempting to) raise and increase discourse on Philippinefocussed urban stray care through knowledge-sharing,
particularly on responsible pet ownership, responsible
rescuing and respite care for volunteers
providing critical decolonial analysis of US approaches to
stray cat care and cat care in general - even if it's nearimpossible to decolonise stray care, as
urban stray populations are direct results of five
centuries of colonial "development" in the Philippines
the stray care community are not aware of or familiar with
pre-colonial approaches to animal welfare, though several
see the need for local approaches to local problems
veterinary care in the Philippines, and greater Philippine
society at large, is extremely hyper-Americanised
shelters and animal welfare organisations are generally UScentric, though do deviate in a few important ways, e.g.
advising desexing at 4 months or older instead of 2 months
in US shelters
much of the available, easily-accessible, high-quality and
reliable English-language information online on stray care
originates from the US and UK
providing communal resources for further research and
advocacy, challenging HOAs and NGOs privately and publicly

activities
@catsofireneville major expenses, year one:
accommodation

₱28,470

food

₱41,758

litter

₱14,158

vet & meds

₱64,152

donations*

₱9,900

miscellaneous

₱1,584

₱160,022
= €2,810

* donations sent to other independent volunteers

cats fostered and adopted: 4 (Mum fam)
cats fostered: 7 (Ninja fam, Puma fam)
cats successfully adopted out: 3 (Ninja fam)
neonates supported: 11 (4 of whom died)
volunteers supported: 6 (including 3 new to stray cat care)
total no. of individuals directly supported: 31 cats & humans

commons
began a pilot programme to test the appetite for and
effectiveness of a communal library of resources for use
amongst the NCR+ stray care community.

shared resources

shifts the responsibility of ownership and maintenance away
from the buyer and onto the users / participating community.
"the commons" currently includes
excel template: meds schedule
document template: letter to anti-stray HOAs
equipment: incubator for neonate care
equipment: large 4-level cage for temporary stray fostering
document template: year-in-review report
the letter to anti-stray HOAs has been read, shared, reposted,
and sent out over 100 times (especially during the VOB saga).
the incubator has been sent to 4 addresses to support neonate
fosterers in caring for 11 individuals.
the large 4-level cage has had two unsuitable enquiries
(seeking permanent solutions), and has been sent to one
address to support a foster fam of 4, one of whom died.
the year-in-review report template will be released in the
coming days.
there has been positive to enthusiastic response, and often
confusion, to this @catsofireneville pilot programme.

collaborations
several failed, working and successful collaborations have
taken place.
within Ireneville, invitations for collaborations to other
residents were not accepted due to time, space, and cost
concerns.

the Ireneville HOA was not supportive of stray care

activities in general.
within BF Homes and Parañaque, small collaborations are being
built amongst individual volunteers, local vet clinics, lowcost home-service vets, and local businesses (vegan
establishment Try Vegan and pet supplies store Pet Culture
PH).

next step is to engage with Barangay and Parañaque City

authorities.
on an NCR+ level, collaborations have been most successful and
supportive one-to-one.

i am personally very grateful and

thankful for the months-long friendships built with @loficats_
and @benandlukas, having learned a lot from their experience
through their genuine openness and honesty about the
difficulties, joys and pains of being a stray care volunteer
in Metro Manila.
new and ongoing collaborations with @kapon.ampon and others
are leading towards a grassroots stray cat welfare collective
to co-educate, co-support, and co-advocate for ethical care.

proposals
larger-scale urban intervention proposals for "Urban Stray
Care Philippines" continue to be developed within the wider
@catsofireneville project - this is currently in research and
consultation stages, in collaboration with @kapon.ampon, the
proposals focus on interventions to foster a social culture of
stray cat care, rather than setting out with an impossible aim
for stray-free Philippines or TNVR in all urban communities
across the country.
international outreach is ongoing amongst superconnectors
within the global network of urban professionals interested in
animal welfare.

we aim to find tenable examples of

grassroots-focussed urban interventions in Global South cities
blending private for-profit and donation-reliant NGO models to
achieve a locally-tailored mix of informality and formality.
the current best practice model identified is offered by
Oliver Pet Care in Mumbai, India.
more information and updates will be posted on
www.urbandoughnut.asia/morethanhuman when available.
other collaborative proposals are being developed on a
prototype-based iterative process, either to contribute to
communal resources, or as standalone interventions.

these

will be made public by appropriate parties when ready.

in closing
urban stray care interventions are crucial considerations in
urban wellbeing in cities rich or poor, large or small.

the

systemic atrocities on our plates are just as cruel as the
cultural atrocities just outside our doors.
cities all around the world are afflicted with a kitten
pandemic of unimaginable, immeasureable proportions.

this is

the source of needless feline, human and ecosystemic suffering
and illness worldwide.

it is possible to bring balance to

local situations to achieve just, useful and co-beneficial
ecosystemic wellbeing on any scale.
addressing this wicked problem strategically allows us to
tackle three others collaborative culture: build societal cohesion through
grassroots-led animal welfare projects
ecosystem services: achieve more-than-human health through
reinstating a sustainable feline population into a working
relationship as ethical pest control
placemaking: the making of healthy, friendly and
accommodating public spaces in urban Philippines, with
positive impacts on thousands of urban residents daily
this concludes the @catsofireneville year-in-review public
report.

thank you for reading.

